Experimental study of resonant activation in a noisy bistable vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser with strong periodic excitation.
An experimental evidence of the phenomenon of resonance activation (RA) in bistable semiconductor vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) with a high level of internal noise under strong periodic excitation is presented. It is shown that the mean switching period (MSP) between polarization states passes through a minimum depending on the modulation frequency. From comparing frequency dependencies of the MSP and the coefficient of variation it is demonstrated for different conditions that resonance activation and stochastic resonance (SR) occur at different optimal values of the modulation frequency. The influence of the signal amplitude, the level of noise in VCSEL and asymmetry of bistable quasipotential are also experimentally studied. For large enough modulation amplitudes, RA and SR are accompanied by the phenomenon of the mean switching frequency locking.